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Business overview
AI SOLUTIONS

APPLIED PROJECTS

We understand that it is compulsory for every business sector to implement artificial 
intelligence to provide new opportunities and efficiencies. AI allows human's abilities 
to be implemented in a more efficient, effective and low cost manner - understand-
ing, reasoning, planning, communication and perception, all can be replicated by 
software. Therefore, our company offers two main AI solutions:

Smart OCR (extract image to text)

Driver’s license Specimentube Counting Visitor Counting ShabuShabu

Crack Detection Ptech Menu Detection Indetail

Face Recognition

https://morsoftware.com
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Solution - Face Recognition

https://morsoftware.com
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Checking attendance

Notification when VIP person
or blacklisted person coming,...

Open door, gate, elevator...

Timekeeping



Solution - Tracking

Heat map indicates the activeness
of visitors in different zones

Personnel monitoring

Hard hats detection

https://morsoftware.com
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People counting



Solution - Security Control

https://morsoftware.com
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Smoke and fire detection

Behavior detection: intrusion,
sabotage, theft,…



Visitor Counting

https://morsoftware.com
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Due to the increasing shopping demand of people, the 
number of stores is also increasing. It’s difficult to manage and 
supervise to analyze all customer data for statistics. And this 
made we think about a solution to help store owners, it’s 
called “visitor counting”.

This method not only counts the number of customers but also 
specifies their age and gender.. Our team worked hard to 
deploy and build this concept into a Jetson Nano. We used 
frameworks such as Pytorch and OpenCV to apply deep 
learning and image processing.



Crack Detection

https://morsoftware.com
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Infrastructures are rapidly being constructed at a fast rate 
nowadays, but stringent quality management in the building 
process remains a difficult problem to address. Controlling the 
consistency of concrete is one of those issues. So, if you can in-
corporate AI into your job, you won't have to think about it. 
Crack detection is a fantastic concept for controlling the issue 
of concrete efficiency.

To solve this dilemma, we needed to think a lot and come up 
with a reasonable algorithm for measuring the width and 
length of concrete traces. Following that, we deployed using 
OpenCV and Caffe.



Menu Detection
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https://morsoftware.com

Requirement : detect menu and classify 35.000
food image in menu, run real time on IOS (offline)

Framework: opencv, c++, tensorflow

Description: In addition to using deep learning to 
detect objects, we created an algorithm that can 
scan hundreds of thousands of images in a very 
short period of time.



SpecimenTube Counting
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https://morsoftware.com

Framework: opencv, tensorflow

Description: As you might be aware, several AI solutions are 
capable of handling medical industry as well as medical di-
agnosis and care. We are overjoyed to be working on a 
project that will assist doctors and nurses in monitoring and 
locating specimen tubing.

Requirement : counting the number of test tubes in the 
tray; the minimum precision is 99 percent  (because this 
affects people's health). 



ShabuShabu
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https://morsoftware.com

Framework: opencv, tensorflow

Description: Many ideas aren't really generated by you; it's 
awesome when your customers think you can do it and 
contribute ideas to you. We are very grateful to one of our 
clients for doing so. They own a restaurant chain and want 
us to create a device that detects all dishes on the menu as 
customers order.

Requirement : Our job is to mark the label; each dish will 
be given a label, and customers will pick one label with 
the corresponding dish under the iPad cover; waiters will 
then carry it out.
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PTech

Framework: opencv, tensorflow

Description: Steel bars are like the backbone of a 
house and they play an essential part in making the 
structure more stable

Requirement : Our job is to quantify the ratio of 
horizontal steel bar to straightbar to monitor the 
quality of this procedure
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Indetail

Framework: deep learning, tensor flow

Description: mage recognition and machine vision 
greatly assist OCR, and OCR assists individuals in 
managing and extracting information from files 
such as ID cards, passports, and so on

Requirement : an end to end device to detect 
and identify text in passports with a 97 percent ac-
curacy



GolfScorecard
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Framework: opencv, tensor flow

Description: The GolfScorecard project's aim is to 
replace manual feedback with AI technology

Requirement : Our Golfscorecard needs to insert 
the player's name and scores into the manage-
ment system automatically. 



www.morsoftware.com
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